
   Games for 7 and Up

 Battle Sheep
by BLUE ORANGE

ISBN: 803979008301
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

Opposing sheep herds go to head to fluffy head in a strategy game the whole family will love. The goal is to occupy the most pastures with your sheep. On
their turn, players split a stack of their sheep and move a portion as far is it can go in a straight line to a new pasture. Watch out for sneaky sheep and plan
your moves carefully to fence out your foe! A different playing board is assembled before every game, so Battle Sheep is full of new challenges every time
you play!
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2 to 4
Play Time: 15 minutes

 Dr. Eureka
by BLUE ORANGE GAMES

ISBN: 803979033006
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 2016-03-01
Pages: 
Price: $29.00

The brilliant Dr. Eureka has important experiments for you to complete! Pick a challenge card, 3 test tubes and 6 colorful balls to solve his scientific
formula. Carefully move your materials from tube to tube without dropping them, and position them as illustrated on the challenge card. This brainteasing
party game can be played solitary or competitively. The high quality components and the creative concept make it a challenging game for the whole family.
Ages: 8 and up
Players: 1-4
Play Time: 15 minutes

 Fast Flip
by BLUE ORANGE GAMES

ISBN: 803979034003
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 2016-02-01
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Get ready to scramble for the match in this crazy fruit salad! Match your fruits to a number, or numbers to a fruit; you don’t know what match you’ll have to
find next! Whether you play with the tokens or with the cards alone, all players of any age will be fast flipping for this brain teasing match up. The game
comes complete in a tin for your cards and tokens, making it an easy travel item. The magic distribution of fruits on the cards guaranties that there is always
one correct answer. You just need to be the fastest to find it!
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2-8
Play Time: 15 minutes
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 Forbidden Desert (Board Game)

by GAMEWRIGHT

ISBN: 759751004156
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Gear up for a thrilling adventure to recover a legendary flying machine buried deep in the ruins of an ancient desert city. You'll need to coordinate with your
teammates and use every available resource if you hope to survive the scorching heat and relentless sandstorm. Find the flying machine and escape before
you all become permanent artifacts of the forbidden desert!In Forbidden Desert, a thematic sequel to Forbidden Island, players take on the roles of brave
adventurers who must throw caution to the wind and survive both blistering heat and blustering sand in order to recover a legendary flying machine buried
under an ancient desert city. While featuring cooperative gameplay similar to Forbidden Island, Forbidden Desert is a fresh new game based around an
innovative set of mechanisms, such as an ever-shifting board, individual resource management, and a unique method for locating the flying machine
parts.Ages: 8 and up
Players: 2 to 5
Play Time: 45 Minutes

 Gobblestones
by R & R GAMES

ISBN: 631080156907
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $27.25

The family strategy game that’s easy to learn and gobs of fun to play! Players are hungry little goblins, trying to gobble up as many stones as possible to
score points. Be a clever goblin and eat up the most valuable stones, but don’t be too greedy…. a stuffed goblin is a slow goblin! The more stones you
gobble, the bigger you get, and the fattest goblin wins! 
Ages: 10 and up
Players: 2-4
Play Time: 30 minutes
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